ROUND 10 – Saturday 22nd June – Match Report
AJAX vs Marcellin

With the grey clouds threatening to burst, the air was electrified for Justin Berkowitz’s 100th game.
AJAX’s first goal by Dov Paltiel started on the wing with Aaron Bryer and Daniel Cohen courageously
running and smashing into each other with eyes only for the ball, fortuitously with Aaron Bryer still
taking a mark. Brandon Joel kicked the next with a straight set shot from 40m; and continued playing
dominantly in the first quarter - with Cameron Nankin and Elliot Debinski tearing it up also. AJAX’s
pressure was ferocious with Brent Shapiro, Nick Lewis and Roi Abraham setting the example. Richie
Simon kept the backline in constant lockdown, setting play up from the wing and the entire backline
doing a terrific job keeping Marcellin goalless for the entire opening quarter.
Nick Lewis broke the packs and streamed into the forward line, with Krongold converting that hard
work into AJAX’s third goal in a row. Cameron Nankin won another hard ball in the forward pocket
and thought his way through with a perfect pass to Daniel Cohen who proceeded to kick his first of
the year in the 1’s. Ending the quarter 33-8, Marcellin got their first goal at the 30 minute mark, with
Charles Hamilton then kicking an instant reply.
Asher Burstin took a brave mark and got crunched with a cheap shot. Richie Simon took advantage
of the 50m and converted into a goal with all the boys and crowd erupting. Once again with ball
inside 50, Cameron Nankin selflessly looked for a pass and hit Elliott Debinski on the chest - another
goal, AJAX. 10 minutes into the third and it’s 46-9.
With a strong team tackle inside 50, Brad Caplan earned a free kick and kicked it straight through the
big sticks. Charles Hamilton, Cameron Nankin, Elliott Debinski and Aaron Bryer all combined to hit up
Jake Lew in the goal square with another goal to AJAX. Stuart Fayman continue racking up the
tackles in the forward line, a loose ball escaping out which Charles Hamilton pounced upon and

converted into another goal. Just like in the second, Marcellin just managed to scrape through their
first goal of the quarter at the 30 minute mark.
Marcellin kicked two goals in a row for the first time in the match. Charles Hamilton eased his way
through two opponents on the wing, side stepping them both with ease. Finishing the game 73-32,
AJAX delivered an impressive 4 quarter effort and set a benchmark for their season with a strong
team win for Swag’s 100th (Justin Berkowitz), making a statement on their 2019 season.
AJAX next take on Williamstown at Fearon Reserve, Williamstown June 29 at 2:00PM.
Scores
Seniors – 11.7 (73) def Marcellin 4.8 (32) - Goals: C. Hamilton 2, J. Lew 2, D. Paltiel, D. Cohen, E.
Debinski, B. Krongold, B. Joel , R. Simon, B. Caplan Best: D. Janover-Rocha, B. Krongold, N. Lewis, R.
Abraham, B. Shapiro, C. Hamilton
Development – 2.7 (19) def by Marcellin 15.15 (105) - Goals: E. Datt, D. Goodman Best: J. Burston,
J. Bade-Boon, B. Sher, E. Datt, E. Blau
Next Development are away against Williamstown at Fearon Reserve, Williamstown June 29 at 11:40
AM.
Thirds – No Game
Next Thirds are away against Beaumaris at Banksia Reserve at 7:00 PM on July 1.
U19s – 10.11 (71) def De La Salle 6.7 (43) – Goals: T. Lipton 5, J. Micmacher, J. Braby, W. Williams, G.
Faiman, B. Schauder Best: Machlin, Schauder, Lipton, Kagan, Beaconsfield, Michmacher.
Next Under 19s are away against Monash Blues at Frearson Oval Monash Uni at 9:20 AM on June 29.
After a disappointing loss last week, the Jackettes were looking to bounce back against ladder
leaders Glen Eira. Playing at home, the Jackettes were again low on numbers, but high on
enthusiasm as they kicked the first goal of the game, through Jessie Israel.
The Jackettes seemed to have control of the game, but a dubious 50m penalty led to Glen Eira
levelling things up. Newcomers Rodan and Herscu were defending well with Abraham, Kurland and
Grek. With the midfield of Worth, Caplan, M Burstin, Marget and Nankin getting on top, the
Jackettes were playing well, but just couldn't convert their opportunities.
The Jackettes started the last quarter a goal down and despite having all the play and some definite
chances, the girls fell just short. Next week the Jackettes will look to bounce back against second
place Richmond at Kevin Bartlett oval.
Jackettes – 1.4 (10) def by Glen Eira/Old McKinnon 2.4 (16) - Goals: J. Israel Best: L. Nankin, I. Worth,
D. Abraham, A. Caplan, M. Burstin, J. Marget
Next the Jackettes are away against Richmond at Kevin Bartlett Reserve at 2:00 PM on June 29.

Property of the Week

28 Gwynne Street, Cremorne
Auction: Thursday 27 June 2019 at 1pm on-site
VERSATILE FREEHOLD IN A-GRADE LOCATION
Outstanding inner-city warehouse with quality existing improvements, ideal for owner-occupation,
investment or further development (STCA), situated within Melbourne's creative precinct,
Cremorne.
The property features a rear open air-courtyard providing an abundance of natural light.
- Site Area: 195m2
- Build Area: 155m2
- Lease expires September 2019
- Commercial 2 Zone
Please call for further information or to arrange an inspection.

Luke Bisset
0400 344 211
Matthew Feld 0415 803 348

